
                        

                                                ENGLISH:  GRAMMAR - Gender, One-Many, Articles 

                                                      Practice Worksheet 

      Name: ______________________   Grade: II - ______   Date: ___________ 

 

      Q.1   Colour the masculine gender words in yellow and feminine gender    

words in green. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

      Q.2  Rewrite the sentences using opposite gender for the underlined word.      

Use the help to write the words. 

    

 

1.   The girl went to the bed.   ________________________________. 

2.   Bob’s uncle is old.  _______________________________________. 

3.   The cock ran away.  ______________________________________. 

4.   The king gave gifts.  ______________________________________. 

5.   Jaya’s father drives a car.  _________________________________. 

6.   The princess has a horse.  _________________________________. 

       Q.3  Fill in ‘a’ or ‘an’ in the following words.            

        ______  monkey      _______  elephant        ______  ant    _______  lion 

  hen aunt mother   boy prince queen 

 
  wife 

 

 farmer 

 

 granny 

 

   duck 

 

   bull 

 

peacock 

 mother 

 

 

 

 brother 

nephew 



       Q.4  Write the plural word for the given singular. 

 

       Q.5  Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ or ‘an’.  

           1.   Benny is ________ girl. 

          2.   ________ owl has large eyes. 

          3.   Ram can drive ________ bus. 

          4.   I eat _________ egg for breakfast. 

          5.   The woodcutter cuts the tree with __________ axe. 

          6.   ________ orange is juicy. 

 

       Q.6  Fill in the blanks using ‘a’, ‘an’, ‘the’. 

          1.    ________ sun shines brightly. 

          2.   I saw a bird. ________ bird is flying. 

          3.   ______ elephant has a trunk. 

          4.   ________ earth is round. 

          5.   Leena is playing with ________ doll. 

S. No. Singular Plural 

   

1. child  

2. foot  

3. fish  
4. man  

5. goose  

6. sheep  

7. deer  

8. hair  

9. tooth  

10. eye  

11. woman  

12. mouse  

S. No. Singular Plural 

   
1. bush  

2. orange  

3. watch  

4. box  

5. fox  

6. cherry  

7. story  

8. wolf  

9. apple  

10. potato  

11. dress  

12. knife  

We use ‘an’ with a vowel 

sound (a, e, i, o, u) 

We use ‘a’ with consonant 

sound like b, c, d, f, g, h, j, 

k…. 

We use ‘the’ to the things or 

objects that are unique. (one of 

its kind). Eg- Moon, Sky, Earth… 

We use ‘the’ before nouns 

that is repeated for the 

second time or later. 

 Articles:  

a, an, the 



                                                                 LITERATURE 

                                                                                                                     Ch - 3   The King of the Jungle 

 

         Q.1  Write the meanings for the following words. 

            1.  idea - _________________           2.   majesty - ________________ 

            3.  mighty - _______________           4.  clever - _________________  

  

         Q.2  Fill in the blanks. 

            1.  The lion saw a _______________ hopping by. 

            2.  The lion hunted during the ________________. 

            3.  The rabbit turned to the _________________. 

            4.  The lion thought that the rabbit was the ________________ 

                  of the jungle. 

           5.  The animals bowed before the _________________.   

 

          Q.3  Frame sentences. 

          1.  bushes - _____________________________________________ 

                                ______________________________ . 

          2.  clever -   ______________________________________________ 

                                ______________________________ . 

 

         Q.4  Match the animals with their homes. 

             1.      lion                                                      trees 

             2.      horse                                                   den 

             3.      hen                                                      burrow      

             4.      monkey                                              coop 

             5.      rabbit                                                  stable 


